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1. Website quality - what it is and why it is important

2. Process - 6 vital data sources

3. Audit of Triggerfish.se 

4. Next steps

Please ask questions in the chat and do “mute” yourselves. 

Agenda 



Website quality
What it is and why it is important



Google  - popularity, relevance, tech excellence

Your site  - business goals

Users - behaviours, interests, searches

Website quality

Google Users
Your
site



Search engines send traffic to 
websites they deem as “high 

quality”



Popularity - being mentioned across the web

Relevance - satisfy “searcher intent” 

Tech Excellence - coding and structure

Quality pillars

Technical
Excellence

Popularity Relevance



WQ is assessed by looking at a number of 
different data inputs, including inbound 
links, titles, content depth, conversions, 

keyword rankings and more



WQA Process
6 vital data sources



Goal: to get a full list of URLs and files 

uploaded to your site, page titles, metas, 

canonical tags and word count per page

Screaming Frog



Goal: to get a list of URLs included in your 

Sitemap

XML sitemaps



Goal: to get a list of the links pointing to your 

website and which pages they point to.

Ahrefs



Goal: to get your current keyword 

rankings and which pages they correlate 

to.

SEMRUSH



Goal: to get leads and traffic data from search engines only. 

Google Analytics



Goal: to get SERP impressions and page level 

click through rates in Google. 

Google Search Console





From here, we can make a decision 
about what to do with every page 

on the site



1. It allows to segment the site and better 

prioritize pages to focus on

2. It allows to compare “apples to apples” 

(i.e. we don’t want to be comparing an 

FAQ page to a product page)

Grouping each page into a section

Tag Detail

Lead 
Generati
on

This tag applies to pages on a site that are geared towards generating leads. 
For example, an attorney’s website could be trying to rank for keywords related 
to the different services they provide (DUI attorney, Criminal defense attorney, 
etc). Each of these keywords should have a dedicated landing page targeting 
those keywords.      

Blog 
Post

This tag applies to blog posts. Some sites will have /blog/ or /news/ (or 
something similar) build into the URL structure. 

Blog 
Categor
y

This tag applies to categories of blog posts. These are generally used on bigger 
sites that publish a lot of content in order to better organize posts. 

Site Info This is a broad tag that applies to a wide range of pages. Essentially, these are 
the required pages to build out a full site but generally have little SEO (i.e. traffic 
potential) value. This can include about pages, cart pages, terms and services, 
contact page, shipping, FAQ and more.



These “URL Actions” dictate:

1. Which pages to clean up (i.e. redirect, NOINDEX, 

etc)

2. Which pages have no potential for traffic and 

to ignore (i.e. contact page)

3. Which pages should be prioritised (i.e. perform 

KW research, update “on page” elements, 

target with links).

Assigning actions to each page

URL Action

Leave As Is

Update "On Page"

Target w/ Links

301 Redirect

Canonicalize

Block Crawl

No Index

Delete (404)

Update Content



triggerfish.se
Results of the audit



A number of URLs for direct actions were identified:

- 8 ‘404’ pages identified 

- 38 pages with ‘update on page’ potential to improve website visibility on 

Google

- 5 pages that need to be added to sitemap

- 92 pages for content audit - the pages that need to be discussed from an 

SEO perspective and then updated

Main insights



1. TF (accidently) ranks on a few very 

commercial keywords

○ sem/vad är sem/seo och sem - 

#1 

○ webbstrategi - #5

○ hotjar - #3 

Main insights



2. Triggerfish misses high visibility on a lot 

of ‘local searches’

○ Triggerfish does not rank #1 on all 

relevant searches for ‘service + 

stockholm’.

Main insights



3. No strategy behind English pages: 

○ no visibility for searches in English 

e.g. ‘digital agency stockholm’, 

‘design agency stockholm’

Main insights



4. Current content grouping does not 

follow latest best practices: 

○ Pillar pages for main content 

clusters need to be created for 

higher visibility and the content 

rearranged

Main insights



An SEO strategy can help triggerfish.se 
reach high visibility for many relevant 

industry-related keywords: both 
commercial (leads), but also informational 

- to position itself as a thought leader for 
digital matters and 360-agency.



1. Website SEO strategy workshop

a. desired visibility 

b. informational vs commercial searches (user 

journeys)

c. English pages

2. Keyword research for existing pages

3. Keyword gaps, keyword research for new pages

4. Content creation and on-page adjustment

5. Visibility tracking and follow-up

Next steps



Questions?
Feedback!

Write in Zoom chat



Contact any of us for an analysis

Maria Duner

Maria.duner@triggerfish.se

Jakob Pernvik

jakob.pernvik@triggerfish.se


